
INITIAL CONSTRUCTION CLEAN

Remove all loose debris.
> Ensure that all traces of adhesive are 
removed from the surface of the floor covering.
> Sweep or vacuum to remove dust and grit.

Damp mop with a neutral 
detergent.
> If required, dry buff with a 1000 
rpm plus rotary machine fitted with 
a 3M red or white pad.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
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MAINTENANCE REGIME

1 Damp mop with a neutral 
detergent.

1000
RPM

2 > If required, dry buff with a 1000 rpm 
plus rotary machine fitted with a 3M 
red or white pad.

OR OR

1 Mop, sweep or vacuum to remove dust and loose dirt. 
 >If required, spot mop to remove stubborn marks, with a neutral cleanser.

1 Assess the appearance of the floor. 
> If required, light scuffing - dry buff 
with a 1000 rpm plus rotary machine 
fitted with a 3M red or green pad.
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> If required, heavier scuffing — spray
 clean using a floor maintainer and    
165 rpm plus rotary machine fitted 
with a 3M red or white pad.
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Assess the appearance of the floor. 1
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> If the floor has dirt build–up, machine scrub with a 
scrubber dryer (approx. 165 rpm) fitted with a 3M red or 
white pad, using a neutral or alkaline detergent.

2 Rinse thoroughly 
and allow to dry.

> Dry buff to restore finish.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

> Always follow the Health and Safety guidance provided
> The maintenance regime requires the installation of an
 effective barrier matting system.
> Twister pads or any type of abrasive pad containing diamond 
shreds should only be used on smooth floors as part of a deep set 
cleaning and never for daily or frequent cleaning purposes.

If in doubt please contact Polyflor Canada.

For more detailed information visit, www.polyflor.ca or e-mail 
tech@polyflor.ca with any maintenace questions. 
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